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Master Charge
accepted at GSU
One credit card is now accepted for
tuition and fee payment at Governors
State l:Jniversity.
A valid ·Master Charge credit card will
be accepted for up to $300.
Advance registration for tbe
spring/summer trimester, 1977, will be
March1S.April15.
Admission application and credential
deadline will be AprilS.
On-eanipus registration will be May 2-3
and June30.
Classes for Blocks I and II begin May 5.
Students will be allowed to register eoly
if they:
-Have been admitted to the university
and have enrolled continuously since tbe
time of admission.
- Have no outstanding fma.ncial
obligations to the university.
-Are in good standing.
Registration is not considered complete
until all fees have been paid.
Students may receive academic credit
only for learning modules in which they
are properly registered.
Students are in academic good standing
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a camplign to inform
The illinois State Scholarship Qmmissiaa is
Chicag�area highscbool studentsofoppochwitilar
es callegeadmisa
sic., ndfinancial
aid according_to the Chicago TribaDe.
Early appJications are being accepted by the """"'jssjm fa.- • milliClll in tuition
grants for 91,000 lllinois residents.
The ISSC will also provide loans oC up to $2.SGD a .rmr for 35.• state n!Sidents wbo
are enrolled in colleges and vocational sdlools lhrococbwt e country.
Applications for the 1977-78 school year may be aNainrd from the commission's
Chicago office,203N. WabasbAv.
Thecampaign will also enlighten students aa aui1able feder.al Basic Education Opportunity Grants, in which those eligible can rer:a.e
to $1. a year toward
educational expenses.
THe commission's campaign will be joiDed bJ the City Colleges of Oricago, the
·ty agrnries, and area bigb
Chicago Committee on Urban Opportunities
schools and colleges.
Twenty counseling offices will be estahlisfwod by a coonlinatiag committee to
distribute application forms and information as well bdp sludmts aad pm!Dts fill
- out the applications.
.. DIII.Ilber
Further questions may be answered by dialing tbe "'1Jol
7!:H745.

ERA Backers
Rally In Chicago
By Suzanne Haig
Over 200 women and men attended "An Mternoon for the ERA" on Saturday, Mar
ch 12th, at the Chicago Loop YWCA to urge tbe immediate passage of tbe ERA in
Illinois. The meeting, also in hooor of International Women's Day, was organized by
the Women's Day Coalition and c�sponsored by over 30 organizations and prominent
individuals. It was clearly one of the broadest sponsored activities of the women's
movement and its supporters in years. Sponsors included American Association of
University Women, Chicago NOW, Chicago Women's Liberation Union, ERA Illinois,
National Alliance of Black Feminists, Soutb Suburban NOW, AFSCME Local2000 and
others.
Speakers included Amita Boswell, a Black professor at the University of Chicago;
Christina Adachi, ACLU; Dee Clancy, Co-Chair Legislative Committee of National
Women's Political Caucus; State Senator Dawn Clark Netscb and Everleena Richar
dson, Trustee, Local 2000 AFSCME. Ann Gerhart of So. Suburban NOW and the
Women's Resource Center here at GSU chaired the meeting.
The women and men in tbe audience came from all walks of life: students,
housewives, working women, professional women, Black women, white women,
young and old, rich and poor. They came because tbey watU ERA.
The event opened with a film "How We Got the Vote" which depicted the 70 year
struggle for women's suffrage.
A variety of women's organizations set up tables with women's literature, art and
information on tbe ERA.
Dawn Clark Netsch explained to the audience that passage of the ERA this spring
by the legislature would be a difficult but not impossible task. Last week in
Springfield the State House of Representatives ruled in favor of the 3/5 majority vote
required for constitutional ratification. She predicted that the Senate would probably
adopt the same�- "In the Senate for ERA to pass," she explained, "it would
require 36 votes and we've never gotten 36 votes on anything.''
Everleena Richardson told the crowd, "As a Black person, I have always been
fighting to get my rights as a person . Then as soon as I get my personhood, I am sto�
ped because I am a woman."
She attacked chauvinist attitudes toward women. "They say behind every great
man there is a great woman. Well, why do I have to stand behind him when I was the
one who bore him raised him and helped to make him what he is?"
Arnita Boswell warned the crowd that "ff tbe ERA is not passed in Illinois, it means
we are putting people back in office who are not responsible to us ... if we let divisions
women against men, Blacks against whites- divide us, we will not win."
Christina Adzcb Adachi explained that it was time for the p�ERA forces to take a
"hard look at where we are and where we are going." She reminded the meeting that
the p�ERA forces are in the overwhelming DU!jority and that the majority must be
visible and vocal. She urged the building of more rallies and demonstrations like the
one last May in Springfield which drew over 8000 supporters.
Kristin Lems, feminist singer and songwriter, closed the event with feminist songs.
Spirit at the meeting was high. People saw that passageof the ERA was not going to
be easy. It will be as hard if not harder than the fight to get the vote. However, tbose
who were there seemed ready for the long struggle ahead. And it will be a long
struggle. But the gains draw us into the fight. We are 47 percent of the workforce.
We have refuted all the myths of our inferiority. Now it is up to the government, 201
years since the nation was born, to recognize this equality. As Susan B. Anthony said:
"Men, their rights and nothing more; women, their rights and nothing less."
,
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In the last issue of the INNOVATOR there was an advertisement for a Editor-In
Chief to head the student newspaper. Actually the name of the newspaper is: the
Governors State University Student Learning Project: INNOVATOR. We see the IN
NOVATOR as a learning project in print media.
Also in the early days of the university when there were no on going modules in print
media or journalism (and the university said that there was) the staff of the IN
NOVATOR sought to be a better news medium for the entire community. People talk
about the GSU community. What they mean when saying this is that the university is
made up of many different 'ethnlc' groups and each deserves to be heard and have
their contributions noted publicly. The Innovator was there to address this need .
Some people have not appreciated what the students who made up the INNOVATOR
were and are trying to do. There are those who spread false rumors about two in
dividuals in particular. Those INNOVATOR members are the second Editor-In chief
Herbert Williams and the third Editor-In-Chief of the INNOVATOR; yours truly.
When I arrived on the GSU scene the university was still in it's infant stage of
development. Still housed in the 'warehouse' GSU proclaimed to the society-come to
the new university- see how we all can learn and work together to show the world how
it can be done.
The new university said that students could work and develop their learning con
tract at a pace that was comfortable and best suited for that student. Few of us in
those days thought about having enough time to study and learn. The entire university
personnel seemed to be dedicated to furthering the students learning.
Out of this climate of innovativeness and flexibility and special emphasis on minori
ty rights come the INNOVATOR. The opportunity to develop a learning module was a
bold and awaited challenge. And to have this module initiated by and administered by
students was icing for the cake. Question: what and when is it determined that "learn
ing" has in fact taken place? Another question: who decides if learning has occurred?
Is it the faculty advisor or the student? Is it asking too much of a student when they
are r�uired to study and also participate in university governance? When is there
enou��:h time?
HerberL Williams for all practical purposes spent more time than anyone else try ing
to develop the learning project into a worthwhile learning situation. He was the per
son who convinced me that the INNOVATOR as it was then could better serve the
university community with more support from the university administration.
The humanizing talk has vanished. The talk of commitment to minority rights and
interests has become intellectual jingoism. And take me disappearing through the
smoke rings of my mind, down the foggy ruins of time, far past the frozen leave, the
hunted frighten trees, out to the windy beach, far from the twisted reach of crazy sor
row. Yes to dance beneath the diamond skies with one hand waving free; let me forget
about today until tomorrow.
So there was Herb trying to build a viable news organization and resistance coming
from all corners and coming relentlessly.
In September of 1!774 the responsibility of being the sole administrtor of the learning
project became mine. I was determined to continue the work of developing the pro
ject. As always, the number of staff was small but the need was greater. Privately ex
pressed by members of the unfversity was the statement that GSU really did not have
any other medium that brought all the warring factions together. That was true then
and it still is true some four years later. The kind of resistance oftentimes depended
upon what the issues were. As far as the INNOVATOR was concerned that issue was
what the university was going to do to encourage and assist in the development of the
learning project and when. Before assuming the position of Editor-In-Chief of the
learning project, I was the managing editor. And even then, getting some understan
ding from the administration was a task. Those students who chose to expend time
and energy working on the learning project were not encouraged to continue. The nit
pickers only saw the errors and never the fact that the paper was regular, that it was
representative of the university environment or that those who produced it were
students putting in more time in more activities than most professionals around cam
pus.

Now as the university reaches out to the surrounding communities the word is Ulat
minorities are not 'special' any more. The new students are not from the old school.
The learning project still stands as a reminder of what this place once was. What the
students attending now have to contend with is what they will make of this upper level
university. Without a student government I wonder how any of us will be able to keep
abreast of those decisions which will surely affect all of us. The Student Advisory
committee cannot speak for all the interest of all the student body. It is about time
that GSU students took a long hard look at how they are governed and what place they
have in that process. In a vaccum decisions will be made by the power elite. But what
does it really matter. Most students attending today seem more content with having
someone else make their decisions for them. Perhaps this is because they come from
a place that did not require that students think for themselves.

I

Dear Editor:
Linda Rinker's concern over the violen
ce depicted in "Roots" and the consequent
acts of violence by Blacks was just another
hypocritical excuse to display the typical
racist's reaction to exposure of the truth of
what has happened in the past and what is
still happening today.
America was built upon conflict, violen
ce and legal immorality. The western
movies depict the violence encountered
during the Westward Movement and after
settlement of the states.
Although slavery was legal immorality,
the Revolutionary War, the Spanish
American War, World Wars I and II, the
Korean and Vietnam Wars were legal con-

flicts. We are still plagued with portrayals,
results and memories of the violence that
took place in these American experiences.
Let us not forget the Kennedy's and Kings'
assassinations, plus all the gangsterism
and political, violent demonstrations.
Let's face reality. The incidents depicted
in "Roots" were real happenings and,
besides, there have been, and still are,
many, many similar happenings.
It is only through knowing the truth that
we can free ourselves of the errors of the
past and, collectively,make America the
leading nation of the world in human rights
promotion.
At the present time, however, our major
problem is in the field of mental health.

The racist overtones in the film, "Cage Without A Key," shown recently on the WB
BM TV's Wednesday Night at the Movies, was most nauseous to say the least.
Americans of Black, Oriental and Hispanic origin must have felt the deep pangs of
racism as they viewed the film.
While the problems presented in the film are very real, human problems, the film it
self is another piece of blatant racist propaganda.
Some questions that came to my mind were: Why was the Oriental girl portrayed as
the fiend to scald the white girl and stab the Black girl?
Why wasn't the white girl shown as being scalded to death by the Oriental girl the
same as the Black girl was show being stabbed by the Oriental girl? Thereby display
ing the pains of a horrible death from stab wounds.
Why was lesbianism portrayed only in the Black and Hispanic girls when more than
95 per cent of the population of the girls' reformatory school was white?
All of the bestial acts were committed by the minority girls despite the fact that the
majority of the prison population was white.
Racist writers of books and TV programs are busy at work, more than ever now,
capitalizing on the opportunity to continue to promote racial unrest by pitting
minority groups against each other.
These writers appear to be making desperate attempts to convince liberal-thinkers
in the white race that the Nazi system's idea of racial superiority must be perpetuated
at any cost.
The denigration of minority groups in degrading roles is just another way of
propagating the mythical inferiority of the races.
America has too many human problems to deal with, that all ethnic groups share in
common, to allow the eternal racists' propaganda to keep the people divided.

College 'Con'
by Matthew A. Koswenda

Recently, I had a conversation with a former professor of mine concerning im
provements he could make in his courses. Professor Armando R. Triana, is an ex
traordinary BPS professor.
I was surprised and flattered being asked to give advice about improving a course.
Concerning class discipline and requirements, we talked of the problems of not being
in either extreme.
I started thinking of how the "academic game" is played. Students "scout" out
courses and professors.
You hear comments such as; I hear the guy is easy, no don't take him he's bad
news, the guy is ok but can't teach, she's good-then at the end we evaluate in writing.
(I'll bet profs do the same thing-no not that guy he belongs in a zoo not college! l
We categorize people and objects: which isn't what the concept of education is
about. My concept <and sometimes I'm wrong> of an education isn't to get you $10.00
more a year, but I hope it happens.
Education is a privilege and it should give you the tools to deal with life (pretty
heavy).
I get bored with the process myself and slip into the "gamesman" approach to life,
school, love, <you never win there). Its all a game-you live, die, and in between play
the game. You kiss-, you beg, you lie, you do about anything necessary to get your
price.
<OK social ethics people forgive me for my slanted views we all know man can be a
noble creature. l
Love, Power, Status, Money? Whatever is your price? The price is what matters.
Don't sell yourself cheap. You'll never guess who told me that-no not a prof-her
name was- --If you play a game with your education you lose.

Long Uve King 'Who?'
The Bicentennial celebrations are but a memory. Many persons have a multitude of
red, white, and blue fashions in their closets, jewelry and trinkets of 1776 in jewelry
boxes. On the whole, the celebration is over, but Americans love to celebrate.
It was pointed out by a man in Hickory Hills, Illinois, that next year, 1978, is the
millenium of the ascent to the throne of that unknown <relatively) king of England
Ethelred II, known to those who followed his reign as - Ethelred the Unready.
Some say he's called that because of his lack of decisiveness; others say he ascen
ded the throne at the age of eleven. But whatever the reason, John Ohde thinks this an
niversary calls for a celebration.
He suggested that a costume ball be held. Of course it's imperative that the tickets
print no information. In fact Mr. Ohde hopes that when the participants finally arrive
at the appointed place, the chairperson of the dance will announce to the assembled,
Urat no band was hired and there was no agreement set up with the restaurant to serve
food or drinks.
Mr. Ohde was asked how a person could join the Committee for the Ethelred
celebration. He rifled through some notes, and replied that they should address ap
plications to the Committee, in care of Post Office Box ... urn, er ... ah. "Sorry," he
said, "that information isn't available yet."
Do think about joining the committee. There is no intent to "poke fun" at King
Ethelred II, or any other Englishmen. The irony is that this committee doesn't seem
too different from many other committees on which we're asked to serve.

Apathy?

INNOVATOR Staff

Last Friday and Saturday night there were concerts given in the Recital Hall in the
College of Cultural Studies. They were charity benefits given for "Live From � e �id
west" which is a conference held down at the U. of I. The groups donated the1r time
for this cause.
Due to the lack of ticket sales, the organization started to give tickets away, just to
acquire an audience. The crowd was still rather light. This seems to be a charac
teristic of G.S.U. concerts. Doesn't anyone know what goes on before it happens?
Anyway, the spokesman from "Live From the Midwest" wish� to express his
thanks to the participants for their help in supporting the cause.
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Apartheid In
South Africa
By Zelda Peters
On March 5, 19 year old Tsietsi Mashinini who is currently in exile from South
Africa, spoke to a captivated audience on apartheid in South Africa, at the Shiloh Bap
tist Church which is located at 4820 S. Dorchester in Chicago.
Mashinini was the central organizer of the June 16, 1976 student protest against
apartheid in South Africa as well as the founder and former president of the Soweto
Student Representative Coiuncil. A film depicting the protest which included inter
views of some of the supporters of the protest was also shown, preceded by a question
�nd answer period with the audience.
The 1976 protest resulted from the fact that the students did not want the Africaan
language of the Dutch to be imposed upon them. The Dutch decided that their
language should be taught in the schools and should become the predominant
language of South Africa. The students disagreed and began to hold meetings and
demonstrations in an effort to oppose the ruling.
On June 16 they held a protest and the police reacted by shooting into the crowds.
When the protest was over more than 300 bodies lay dead in the streets. The bullet
riddled bodies were counted by the police, who then marked each one in numerical
order. Mashinini viewed the bodies and verified that there were 353, the highest num
ber on one of the corpses.
The students, having no weapons or means of power, asked their parents who are a
portion of the labor force which is allowed in the city only to work or by permission via
an 86 page pass , to support them by staying home from work. (the student's hope was.
to cripple the economy.)
In the film interview a middle aged black woman, head of the YMCA in Soweto,
spoke of the fact that they, the parents, had to support their children and stand up to
the government. A 28 year old black female student leader said (with despair and
courage> she knew that sooner or later she would be picked up by the police for her in
volvement in the protests. Some of her peers had already been picked up and made to
walk on dry ice.
A middle aged minister, representing the students, said that the government
refused to meet wih him on the grounds that if he were really a representative of the
students he would stop the rebellion and prove it. They pointed out that they would not
meet with him unless he did this first.
The day after this film was made the middle-aged woman was picked up by the
police and incarcerted. She was Ia ter released but as a result of her ordeal shakes con
stantly and is still under medical care. A week after the film was made the 28 year old
woman was picked up and is still in detention. The minister is still trying to meet with
the �tovernemnt and present the students' �triev{lnces to them.
Also in attendance and giving background information on the situation in South
Africa was Dennis Brutus, also in exile, who opposed the South African Government
and as a result was shot in the back while he was in Jobhannesbunl.
Jeffrey Banks, a member of the Student Coalition. Against Racism, was also
present and talked about the most effective ways to move against racism and cor
porations in South Africa. He said a demand should be made to stop all U.S. corporate

200 Support ERA

Speaker tells audience plight of South Africans.
involvement in South Africa and cease all aid to Vorster, head of the South African
Government and Ian Smith, head of the Rhodesian Government. He stated that there
is a need to establish a movement that would address itself to raseism in South Africa
and that a march and rally will be held March 26 at 1:00 at the Federal Building on
Jackson & Dearborn. The rally will be held at the Civic Center at 2:30p.m.
The date of the rally, March 26, is the anniversary of the Sharpeville massacre
which occured in 1960 when the South Africans decided they were no longer going to
carry passes with them in order to be mobile. They marched unarmed to the Shar
peville police station to tum their passes in and the poli� opened fire, killing 69 and
wounding hundreds.
Mashinini states "in the 324 years of struggle more than 5,000 people are dead, 800
graves are unmarked, there is a continuous list of missing people, 8,000 people are in
detention, and over 8,000 people are in exile."
He remarked that the people of the United States are badly informed about South
Africa because our media is influenced by the very corporations which oppress the
people. The corporations influence the media to inaccurately report the news,
withhold it, mangle it, and misrepresent it.
Mashinini said, "the philosophy of corporations is profit by any means necessary."
Rather than corporations getting smaller they are getting bigger and the investment
growth for this past year amounts to what it has been for the past five years.
He also said, "this is a sick country and the sickness is being exported to South
Africa." The U.S. banks have extended loans to the South African corporations which
oppress the people, in the amount of 1.5 billion dollars. The U.S. had also sold enough
nuclear fuel to South Africa to equip 7 warheads.

In Springfield

They came to Springfield, Illinois, bearing loaVes of nut bread for the legislators.
200 of them entered the capital building and placed a coffin, bearing the sign "Bury
ERA" in the rotunda.
They carried placards reading "Protect your family's future, Stop ERA;" "Don't
tum over our legislative power to the Federal Government, Stop ERA;" "Protect my
right to be a woman, Stop ERA."
They were the members of the STOP ERA, a right-wing organization headed by
Phyllis Schlafly, and they were there on March 9th for Bread Day -1977.
With them was a small contingent of black men and women organized by "Black
and white women for women's pride and protection."
Their theme this year was "From the Breadmakers to the Breadwinners." Bread
Day had been called because, according to a letter sent out by Schlafly, "Illinois is a
'key state' in the drive to ratify ERA." The letter called for a "massive demon
stration" in Springfield to show opposition to the ERA." It encouraged people to
"come in buses and cars and make this the biggest rally we have ever had in Illinois
... This is the most vital thing you can do right now."
If Schlafly had any hopes of outnumbering the 8,000 strong May 16, 1976 Rally for the
ERA in Springield, they were soundly crushed as only 450 people turned out inthe af
ternoon <after the bread deliveries) for an unspirited rally at a hotel near the capital
building.
There Schlafly urged opponents of the ERA "to write letters, picket and be visible to
defeat ERA."
She was pleased to announce that Governor "Big Jim" Thompson, who had come to
meet with them that morning by their "Bury ERA Coffin," had told them he would
stav out of the ERA fight. During his election campaign Thompson had told women's

•

organizations in Illinois he was for ERA. Schlafly told the audience to keep writing let
ters to Gov. and Mrs. Thompson to insure they will not get involved.
On the other hand, the Girl Scouts were singled out for attack. "Its terrible what has
happened to that nice organization," she said. She noted that some people in op
position to their recent supprt to ERA are boycottong Girl Scout cookies and burning
their uniforms.
Other issues o(concern to Schlafly's anti-woman women, included campaigns again·
st gay rights, abortion, and the United Nationals Commission on the Status of Women.
Anita Bryant's current "crusade" to smash gay rights legislation was singled out for
praise. The campaign for state recision of ERA was also discussed.
There are 17 other bills in Illinois that are worrying Schlafly including one that says
that women must be informed by the state of their right to keep their own name in
marriage; another, on the right of vowes to separate domicile; and other, as Schlafly
puts it "anti-family" legislation.
But she ended the rally telling her listners that although many battles relating to
"family issues" must be fought "ERA is one battle we can win if we all stand together
and make sure we don't lose the victory that is in our grasp."
She reminded them that until June 30th when the legislature adjourns, "a sword
hangs over our heads.".
One step in her "victory over ERA" unfortunately occurred later that day when the
house re-affirmed by 100 to 66 the Illinois constiution's un-democratic 3/5 majority
vote requirement for ratification of amendments to the U.S. Constitution. The Senate
is also expected to uphold this rule, thus giving the legislature an easy way out to
defeat ERA.

Musicians' Organization: Just So You Know
If you have ever seen a poster or adver
tisement for a concert that says "spon·
sored through the AACM" and you don't
know what the AACM is, the following may
be of help.
The Association for the Advancement ol
Creative Musicians <MCM>. a non-profit
organization chartered by the State of II·
linois, was formed more than 12 years ago
when a group of musicians and composers
in the Chicago area saw an emergent need
to expose and showcase original music. A
prime direction of the MCM has been to
provide an atmosphere conductive to
serious music and the performance of new.
unrecorded music.
Music of this nature has come down
generation to generation, and the
members want to uphold the power of
Great Black Music. Muhal Richard
Abrams has stated, "As a founding
member of the AACM. I've always felt that

the AACM should be, and is a source of
spiritual energy for the masses as well as
for those who have been and those who
shall be chosen to carry its banner "
The AACM has listed in their brochures
ten.purposes which thy uphold. The results
of these purposes regarding the musicians
themselves have bee n excellent. George
Lewis, trombonist with the organization
said, "Through interaction with the
diverse personalities within the organiza
tion, a great deal may be learned. The
AACM encouraged musicians to grow
mentally and spiritually. This is
recognized by musicians who are not
members of the AACM, but who recognize
the crucisal importance of its work
through the years."
"The AACM has been impressing the
listening public with its unshakable faith in
the power of Great Black Music."
Why this faith'? Lewis feel the answer

lies in the nature of today's world. "One
very seldom has the opportunity to par
ticipate in the creation; ideas are in
culcated from without, or repeated as a
litany so often that one forget their
and simply acts without inclepenclan,ll
thought. The MCM is the essence of
dependence, but at the same time,
members have a common purpose.
one which really ends- this is the crea
of new cultural values, and the acceptance
of responsibility for the creation of these
values. As members and supporters of the
Association for the Advancement of
Creative Musicians, none of us should set
tle for less than this."
If your curiousity has been satisfied. but
you would like to know more about the
AACM feel free to contact:
Ed Wilkerson - <312> 228-6935, George
Lewis -<312) 667-5928.
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Parents Too Lenient With
Kids Today Says GSU Speaker
By Devera
She said that consequences rather than one of the best teachers.
Freedom of choice seems to be an direct punishment for negative behavior is
She explained that every household
inalienable right that children feel that a better method for rearing children. should have rules, but that rules should be
they, too, should have in our changing "They learn to lie, cheat and steal when kept at a minimum.
society, according to Mrs Marjorie Sharp. they are punished or reprimanded. Force
In correlating her speech with theology,
At a weekly "Theology for Lunch" should never be used ," she added.
one participant stated that the "con
session Mrs Sharp, who substituted for
''When Johnny fights Tommy and paren sequences theory" could be associated
Dr. Ken Weig, GSU professor, said that ts scold Johnny, he will continue in order to with the Commandments and the laws of
ongoing revolutions ha ve a ffected get the parents' attention. If they are left science.
children's attitudes toward their parents alone to battle it out they are likely to set
and teachers.
tle their differences," M rs. Sharp ex
"They pay little attention to decisions of plained.
parents and teachers as being absolute.
She suggested however, that children
They do not believe in the infallibility of should be invited outside, in the garage or
authority and will question or rebel again some place where less damage can be
st adult authority," Mrs. Sharp said.
done as a result of the fighting.
In citing the impact of mass media upon
As for cleaning their rooms, she said
the attitudes of children, she said that the that the children should be taught how to
A new book , " Foundations of Urban
ills in politics and other social insti tutions clean their rooms and be responsible for
are constant reminders of human strivings getting their soiled clothing and linen in Education, ·• for elementary and secon
dary school teachers, administrators. and
for freedom and the right to question the hamper.
a
authority.
"If a child fails to clean his room after supervisors h s been published by a
Gi>vernors
State
University professor
How do we deal with today's children?
being taught, parents should close the door
William Prince McLemore writes:
"Since our primary goal in rearing to the room and ignore its untidiness," she
children is to prepare them to become said.
"Public schools are influenced by
mature and responsible adults in a free
Mrs. Sharp maintained that parents citizl!ns of today and by people who lived
democracy, we should consider the alter should never do anything in the presence before the. nineteen seventies , therefore.
natives of democratic parenting," she ex of their children that they do not want the this book reveals bel iefs, philosophies .. and
plained.
children to do. She added that example is ways of edu<'ating children before and af========: ter the establishment of American public
schools. The book indicates how and why
pe·1ple and eyents influenced the growth of
·
As an added service to students the Bookstore will have ·text books for the new
pubhc schools. their curricula , and
trimester available during registration <May 2 and Jrd, Augtist 30 and Jlstl the philosophy. In fact, the book indicates how
Bookstore will be open until8:30 p.m. on those days.
people laid foundations, built upon them
The Bookstore also maintains evening hours until8:30 p.m. for two (2) weeks begin and made modifications which resulted in
ning the first day of classes.
the establishment of contemporary urban
public schools. "
Thirty authors contributed chapters un
========:;= der four sections: "Historical Developments in Education," "Higher Education :
Colleges and Community Colleges,"
Is the U.S. going to the dogs ( and cats)? There are 215 million human beings i.n the "Early Childhood, Bicultural, Special, In
U.S. and 1 00 million dogs and cats. If the current birth rate of dogs and cats contmues termediate, and Year Round Education,"
a n d "Educa t io n: T h eo r ies a n d
there w ill be twice as many in jusll5 years.
Philosophies . ' '
Contributors from the College o f Human
Learning and Development at Governors
.

.

Mrs. Sharp is a GSU secretary and un
dergraduate student in the College of
Human Learning and Development.
Dr. Ken Weig, who was scheduled to
speak on the topic, "Parenting Is
Possible" was unable to attend the session.
The "Theology for Lunch" sessions are
held every Wednesday noon, in Roon
Dl l 20.

GSU Professor Writes
ANeW BoOk
Stale University are, in addi tion to Dr.
McLemore, Dr. Roy Cogdell. Dean. and
Drs. Cliff Eagleton, Roberta 1\1. Bear, and
Vinicio H. Reyes.
Dr. 1\lcLemo�e is university professor of
urban elementary teacher education.
The 212-page book was published by
University Press of America.
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IWARDS •

PROMOTIONAL ITEMS• EXECUTIVE &IRS
• COIIEIDOI GOODS • CLASS REUIIOIS

IMPRINT YOUR MESSAGE ON

DISPOSABLE liGHTERS • PAPEI aJP IIJI.DERS
llTT£1 OPEBS • CliiYEiml CIYEAWAYS
DESI SETS • COASlOS • II£ FWS
YAII STICIS • RtlEIS • CllftE ClfS
Sll SCRHIS • POCI£T SAYERS • C S
IWEI.RY • SIAl1 APPl.IAIIES • Ul FUS
IATCIIS • ASH lUYS •lllftl STICI£IS
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Students Can Refuse
Campus .Organizations
Supreme Court.Rules

IALLOOIS • CARDS • TW.IJIAI.S • PEIIS
PI.AQIIS • �S •BADGES • DECALS
CAWIOARS • KEY CHAIIS • PDIAITS
WAUITS • US • PAPER WEICHTS
LITTER BAGS • HATS •BAliS
S •IUTIOIS
ADOilSS
DIIIIIIG CLASSES • ASH liAYS

''PICK-A-Gin"

-CUSTOM OR STOCK DESIGNS********************** *** �

f.NEED IDEAS CALLi
� 815·838·9597 i
�
:
.

(After 4:00 P.M.)

.....................�··

lAMAS
CLOSE AS
YOUR PHONE

I WILL CALL
WITHOUT
OBLIGATION

"Mrerliling Doesn't Cost It Pap"

��-...,.---��====••==-:�==-=

The Washington Supreme Court has ruled that students cannot be compelled to
belong to an organization such as student government. They can, however, be
required to pay activity and service fees to support such organizations provided the
university oversees expenditures of such fee funds to insure that a balanced,
educational program results.
The five-year-<>ld case was brought against the University of Washington by three
conservative students who are members of the Young Americans for Freedom. They
argued that they should not be forced to financially support the student government
since they disagreed philosophically with the organization.
The case differs from similar fee cases previously decided in Nebraska and Ver
mont in that the Washington case established the right of non-association. Currently,
the ASUW constitution says that "all enrolled students shal l be" members.
Also significant is the fact that the Supreme Court returned the case to the
originating court for rulings on the legality of several specific expenditures - an in
stance where fee funds were allegedly used to bail a non-student protester out of jail,
for example.
In ruling that mandatory activity fees a re legal, the court said, " . . . we must ba lan
ce the plaintiffs' rights aga inst the traditional need and desirability of the University
to provide an atmosphere of learning, debate, dissent, and controversy."
"Dissenting students should not have the right to veto every event, speech or
program with which they disagree," said the court. "On the other hand, the ASUW
<student government) is not totally unchecked in its use of these fees mandatorily ex
tracted from the students."
Jerry Coe, a U. of Washington a ttorney familiar with the case, says that since the
turbulent late 60's, when the questionable expendi'•Tes took place, guidelines and
review procedures have been implemented which would prevent improper ex
penditures.
"The guidelines are just window dressing," says the plaintiffs' attorney, Richard
Saunders. "They ( the UW administration> don't do anything to oversee that the
student program is balanced. They leave it entirely up to the student government.
If we can establish that the University wasn't really providing an arena for com
peting ideas, and I think that will be easy to do, then we're entitled to our money
back."
Saunders says the amount of money involved in a potential class-action settlement
is about $500,000. 'I want to go in there and get money damages. When t hey have to
sta rt coming up with some money, that's going to be the sanction that is going to put
these people back on their heels," says Saunders. "College administrators, I think,
get there because they flow with the tide and never take a stand on anything. It takes a
real sanction to make them do their job and that's what we're trying to do wilt! this
suit."
/
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Malamuth Appoints
Search Committee
President Leo Goodman-Malamuth, after consul tation with the Executive Com
mittee of the University Assembly, appointed the following individuals to the Search
Committee for the Vice President for Administration :
Dr. Alfonso Sherman, Dr. Virginio Piucci, Wayne Draudt, Dorothy Howell, Vern
Thomas, Norman Love, Dr. Sandra Whitaker, Dr. Beth Hagens, Dr. Harriet Gross,
Dr. Chris Liebscher, Cleo Walker, Barbara Clark, Jerome Starks, and Sherry Ball.
At the first meeting the committee elected Dr. Virginio Piucci as its chairer. Ms.
Esthel Allen provided the committee with the names of various publications in which
advertising should be placed . ThP. committee will also advertise in the Chronicle of
Higher Education and the Wall Street Journal.
The Vice President reports directly to the President and is responsible for financial
control and management, supervision of plant and auxiliary enterprises, including
public safety, nonacademic personnel policies and procedures, and business
management. This position is also responsible for organization, staffing, and
executive leadership of the administrative areas related to these functions.
The candidate must have a proven record of at least five years of successful ad
ministrative leadership at the University and/or business levels. Terminal degrees in
business, public administration, or related fields are preferred.
Application with resumes (three copies) should be forwarded no later than April l 5,
1977 to Ms. Esthel Allen Assistant to the President, Search Committee for Ad
ministrative Vice President, Governors State University, Park Forest South, Illinois;
60466.

Parapsychology Conducts Survey
"The Roots of Parapsychology - A Field Survey" will be a conference at Governors
State University June 17-19.
Sponsored by GSU's pa rapsychology club, Exoterica, in conjunction with the Il
linois Center for Psychological Research , the conference encourages attendance of
laymen and educators alike who wish to broaden their horizons on this rapidly grow
ing field. Experienced researches in pa rapsychology are also invited.
The concept of the conference is to create a learning experience during which peo
ple may gain insight on the various topics in parapsychology. Helping to stimulte
education will be numerous fea tured guests from assorted backgrounds, i ncluding
Chris Velissaris, executive director of the Illinois Center for Psychological Research;
Dr. Jim Garrett, hypnotist ; Dr. Ed Stormer, Kirlian photography researcher ; Bar
bara Tennant, a leading authority on meditation, and Hillard Hebda , investigator of
alternative medicines.
A variety of conference seminars will focus on the topics of: psychology and ESP,
biofeedback, eastern religions, mediumship, poltergeists and ghosts, biorhyths, ESP
and psychokinetic testing, out-of-the-body experiences, animals and ESP, psychology
of dying, Sufi tales, split brain research, and reincarnation.
More information about the conference may be obtained from Jacquie Lewis, Ex
oterica Parapsychology club, Governors State University, 312/534-5000, X2370, or
312/254-9579.

Science Convention Over
by Adele Deve
Careers, lab tours, environmental films were only a part of the second annual SICA
Science Convention held at GSU recently.
Representatives in the area of food chemistry, ceramics, computer science,
agriculture, pharmacy. medicine, engineering and many other fields of science, were
on hand to discuss career opportunities with high schoolers attending the convent1on.
The representatives were especially prepared to discuss the science background
necessary for entering each career field. Special rooms were set up for the

discussions.
In the hallway of the A Building there were various club displays.
The Rich East Township High School had an exhibit on dissection along with other
exhibits.
High school faculty and student presentations highlighted the science fair.
GSU faculty members participated in the fair. They were Dan Casagrande, Peter
Gunther, Ron Brulaker, Ed Miller and John Chambers of the Science Department.

lEE Extends Deadline
The deadline for reservations has been extended t o March 30 for the inter
disciplinary environmental education workshop in Nantucket, Mass., co-sponsored by
Governors State University.
The American Society for Environmental Education will be a co-sponsor of the
workshop for juniors, seniors, and graduate students . It will be held April l0-16, dur
ing the Illinois school spring vacation, and April 17-23, during the Massachusetts
school spring vacation.
Reservation are to be sent to the College of Environmental and Applied Sciences at
Governors State University.
Further information may be obtained from Dr. William L. Mayo at GSU,
312/534-5000, X2496, or Dr. W.N. Tiffney, University of Massachusetts Field station,
Nantucket, 617/228-9475.
The one-week, two credit-hour interdisciplinary environmental education workshop
in Nantucket is designed to provide field experiences in maritime ecology.
Classroom application and basic environmental applications will be stressed .

SUBJECTS ARE NEEDED TO PARTICIPATE IN AN INSOMNIA TREATMENT
EXPERIMENT. THOSE INTERESTED MUST BE HIGHLY MOTIVATED AND
HAVE TROUBLE FAlLING ASLEEP ON A NIGHTLY BASIS. TREATMENT WILL
INVOLVE BI-WEEKLY SESSIONS OF RELAXATION AND BIOFEEDBACK
TRAINING IN THE BIOFEEDBACK LAB. INTERESTED PARTICIPANTS
SHOULD CALL PERRY NICASSIO AT EXT. 2154.

GSU Professor Publishes Article
Dr. Tulsi Saral Professor of Communication and Assistant Dean of the College of
'
Human Learning and Development at the Governors State University is the author of
an article published in Tokyo, Japan. The article entitled "Flowing, Flowing" is
based upon Dr. Saral's talk at the International Christian University, Tokyo last year
and is included in the book "Communicating Across Cultures for What?" edited by
Drs. John Condon and Mitsuko Saiton of International Christian Christian University

and published by The Simul Press of Tokyo, Japan.
.
In his article, Dr: Saral emphasizes the need of viewing an individual in relation to
his environment and of perceiving the unity, even in the a pparent opposites. He pro
poses a model of "unitive thinking" which does not create dissociative com �tment
and categories but encourages experiencing a continuo�s flow of events, obJe.cts �nd
environment. Dr. Saral reminds us that in the study of m tercultural commumcabon,
what is important is not the cataloguing of how other people differ from us but the
cultivation of "in-culture self-knowledge".
Dr. Saral is the Chairperson-elect of the Intercultural Communication Division and
the Vice President-elect of the International Communication Association which is
scheduled to meet in Berlin, West Germany during the last week of May, 1977.

Egyptian Exhibit Coming
A replica of King Tut around your neck ... a scarf in Egyptian motif fabric ... a
needlepoint kit reproducing images of the statues and objects found in the tomb . . . a
small charm reminiscent of the 18th dynasty of Egypt.
These are some of items which will be available in the new shop, the commercial
touch surrounding the exhibit coming to the Field Museum, April 15, 1977 . All were
manufactured by the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York.
What is unique about the objects on sale is that they were reproduced from the '
original objects rather than the conventional use of photographs. This was made
possible by the Egyptian government's agreement to a llow craftsmen to cast molds.
The permanent home of the original artifacts is the Cairo Museum, which is in dire
need of refurbishing. Egyptians hope to realize the necessary monies from the sale of
the jewelry and fabric items.
King Tut Ankh Amen's tomb was discovered, intact, in 1922 by British archeologist,
Howard Carter. It is agreed upon that the discovery had little historical significance ;
the rich, elaborate tomb items qualified it as a major archeological find.
So if you're inclined to visit an exhibit that is generally unrelated to much that you
see today, plan a trip to the Field Museum in April . You might be tempted to pick up a
copy of ancient treasure - the prices from the catalog list items from $5 to $1 500 !

JUNE/ AUG GRADUATION
"If you are a candidate for June graduation, you must apply through your college
by May 2, 1977. If you are a candidate for August graduation then you must apply
through your college by July 1, 1977 . If you are planning to participate in the
Graduation Ceremony of June 4th/5th, 1977 and you still have incomplete modules ( 9
units o r fewer > , then you must petition t o your college dean before M a y 1 3 , 1977 in
dicating your desire to be in the ceremony. "

Doulgas Ewart
presents:

Whistles, Percussion Instrument.
Bamboo Flute, Pan Pipes,
Hand Crafted Lea ther Goods�
Brief Cases, Wallets, Bags,
Goods made to Order.
About the craftsmen
Ewart has been making Hand Crafted Goods
for almost Ten years, his goods has been sold
on a National and International /eve/.
Douglas Ewart is a/so a fine Musician and Compose�
He is a member of the (AA CM) the association
for the Advancement of Creative Musicians, and
has been for almost a decade. Mr. Ewart is .
available for concerts and workshops in music
and crafts mentioned above. Ewart can be heard
with the Fred Anderson Sextet every Saturday,
12 midnight to 4 a.m� a t the Garden, 1529 N. We//[

Douglas Ewart
P. o.. Box 7987
Chicago, Ill. 60680

INNOVATOR Governors State University

'' Roots' '·An Ou nce of Truth
IGlgriaLewis

•

In fhe February 28, 1m issue of The In
novator, an article by Linda Hinker, en
tiUed "Violence In Roots " appeared, in
which it was suggested that the airing of
the TV version of Alex Haley's " Roots "
may have been ill-advised because of a few
isolated incidents of violence by persons
who are believed to have watched that
production.
I agree with the article in that there is
too much violence on TV, but most im
portanUy, there is too much violence in
Ameri�n society. But can one compare
the "Starsky & Hutch" brand of violence
with that which occured during and after
slavery? To do so is taking a simplistic
point�f.view of an exceedingl y complex
problem in the lives of all the inhabitants
of the Western Hemisphere, Bihllian and
Caucasion, alike.
Many persons are completely ignorant
of the facts concerning the true nature of
slavery in the United States. Even a

production like the TV version of " Roots".
with the many inconsistencies between the
original, was, at least a quarter s�p
toward encouraging serious investigatiOn
of our true history. Maay Caucasians still
�lieve that the staves were saved £rom a
fate far worse than slavery ; a horrible life
of "godlessness · � And they ' rationalize
that the deeds of the slave traders were not
all bad, because they brought the slaves to
Christianity. And too many wealthy and
powerful persons choose to forget that the
wealth in which they repo!;e , so disdainfull
and proud, was not the fruit of the
ingenuity and hard work of their own an
cestors, but of mine. I ngenui ty and hard
work that is still uncompensated.
If there is genuine concern about violen
ce in American society, it can best be
demonstrated by dispelling the gigantic lie
that has made Bilalian persons in America
ashamed of their roots. and then victim of
their own frustrations, Cwhicb often does
erupt into violent behavior. ) and by

di� tbe � d the
villa my and baJtJanJusness d those early
Americans wbom we so lowe to glorify_
Nikki Gior.umia said �An
d lnJtb
benefits like a riA* in a stream.•• n aaly

small
one Bi.lalian was giftD
measure d self � by the
production )ftSellted aa TV. it was worth
it.

l
11!11 a tale d
It wouJd be impossiNe
American slawry
clepilt"c iDare
than just a tittle wicJielre_ Because
slavery. as praclioed by wbite .Amerira., is
the
the ultimate . vioJeace..

hollyv."'Od kind. but the raJ. stam. aJid...
blooded. tnJe, violeJxle d body.
- -t and
that existed down tbrougb the s in the
form ol lync:bile;. police dogs. etc. . aad
stiU exists loday in the hearts and minds d
the deoendauts 4 slaws
police
•
the
dogs. etc and still ensts loda
and sla\'e
hearts and minds ol ;sa
•

.•

masters in the ronn ol

.!-hat!'Pd.

.

and ignoranceof one's origins.
lo accessi ng the worthiness of any TV
production, it must be understood that the
primary function of TV is not to educate,
enlighten or even to enterta in. The
primary Junction of TV is to make money
for a few. What pleases me most about the
whole a ffair is that Alex Ha ley got his
·'piece of the pie." Those of us who wish to
be educated and enlightened, will read the
original work an<J possibly do some in
dependent resea rch. The rag of those per
SODS accused of violent acts after viewing
.. Roots.. is responsible. is to deny the true
responsibility. Further surpression of the
truth will not stem the tide of violence in
the U.S.
One of the missing elements in "Roots " ,
since we a re dealing with the questions,
was Black on White violence. I can ' t
believe that a l l slaves were a s
phylosophical as Sam. who refused to give
the white man a taste of his own whip when
be had the chance.. Why didn't they show

some of the slave cooks putting ground

Pau l H i l l : G S U
Paul Hill is not the Wiz but he can help
you ease on down the road to solve your
dilema. During his three years as Univer
sity Advocate, Dr. Hill has helped hun
dreds attain solutions to'their problems.
Dr. Hill justirl.es the Advocate's ex
istence "because any institution educa
tional or otherwise can· become so large as
to seem impersonal. A person then will ex
perience frustration when ndt able to find a
· sympathetic ear or a friend who will aid
him . "
Th e Advocate's WOJ'k enco�passes more
functions than the Scandanavian nations'
ombudsman. Like the ombudsman, the
Advocate supports · citizens' grievances
ahd problems concerning a governing in
stitution or agency ; in our case GSU. He is
� clearing house of sources, legal aid in
formation, -and advi�e. The Advocate also
executesGSU policy as well as rec;ommen
ding its changes.
.
Hill does not control, decree, or judge
policy. "The Advocate promotes and im
plements the high and noble mandates and
objectives of Governors State." Hill
stresses that the Advocat«! is for all
University citizens. " The largest group
served is the students but the Advocate
aids faculty, administration. civil service
workers, and other staff members."
All Dr. Hill's cases must' concern some
aspect of GSU community . .. Usually the
grievant is blocked by a comml!nication
ba rrier· or he may not know the proper
channel to solve his problem , " comments
Hill . "The Advocate· attempts to settle the
dispute at the moSt immediate level ,': ex
plains Hill, "if the grievarit does not
receive satisfaction he can return to the of
fice for further help."
In disputes Hill attempts to �pen com
•municatJOn channels. "The.re have been
conflicts of student. versiJl! sll.Jdent, student .
versus faculty. staff \'ersus. administra
tion, and any other poss ible �oinl:>ina tion • .
sa � H i l l . H e will intervene and support
the grievant In an effort to solve a cjispute
Hil,l may clarify the opposite viewpoint to
keep communication open . If communica
tion , breaks down or arM?tP,er ba rrier
2rises, other channels are always
availabie.
The Advocate can conduct discreet in
vestigations. or: Hill has a ccess to all
records and information that pertain to the
¥�se. Hill assures that "the identity and i!l
formation discussed are af\\!ays kept
pnvate.''
As some problems are leglJJ difficulties,
·
the A<tvoeate is: a source of legal a id in
fQl'Dlation. HHI keeps legaJ agencies and
sburc'es up to date in the event he �n offer
no opier � serviet;.
Dr. Hill's continual reference to the "Ad
vocate" ralhei than tiimselr ' does not
emanate from an effort to detflcb- himS«!II
from hiS offiCe. This choice. is a reflection
'of his humanity and hunri lity that the of
fice and pot he can help thegrievanL
Some probte� ca.n lead to GSU policy
clmnge: "Any matter that attains that
level is always put qi wri ting." Hill says.
.
and atcduntabili..... ..
·
� """- Pres•

-�r.:.. -.endalJ!ns

Problem Sol
Kenneth Palmer

I

concerns Dr. Hill.. He
a task r�
be created to detenniue the extend of tu

·

p
dent· input in policy c:reatioo.. '1'1r
sflou.Jd evaluate and make 11!1C011111M'Dd·
·
- , • at
lions and guideliues_ Tbr
4u'ge would ratify lhe�.

Dr. Hill also fac:ulty �tioo .

"Strick statemmts ol codes ol Cllllldtl<:f for
student bebavior_ 1bey � OibttiiM>d - lh
the rights and .•espo•mbifities_ u is � t..-o
way street_ GmdefQK!S sbauld be Cl'l.':ated
for faculty as well. ••
The guideliDes would affect Dr_ Jl.ll as
he is a pl1lfessor - ann_ Dr_ Hill as

previously a leac:ber, � OOOI.II&selor
and administraklr with ibe OJicaJljD Public

Scbool system_ His coUege Cll1!lel" began at
the l.ndia.aa State Teadler·s College
where be receift!d a BA in soc::ial "'Studies_
He earned bis masters - educatiaaal ad

,

ministration and guidaace
at
Tennessee A lr I College_ lndia.oa Sta�
10
docor.ate
bestowed
proper. channels or initiate a task force. U n i versity
Policy is then presen ted to the University psycbology and guid;mce :senioes to Hill.
Aside frun bis iDfefts1s m
· tra�
at large.
Some of Dr. Hill's recommendations for and pbotcgrapby� Dr_ l:lill and 1 ... .1J
W i l la rd are iDvol ed iD "'Project
the Univ!'!rsityJlave been�
Aquarius." a gra o1
citizens
service to handicapped
.
Aquanan
ps chology_
civil S(lrvice staff to better compensated A q u a r i a n
is a fullrnHki�ntated
psycholegy
for their services
psychology � the bumaD c:reatJ
parking lot exP.ll nsiorl and, fees .reduced
potential to team. to prepare ror a career.
increased student life activities
and be bumaue and eff� m wortt and
intramural sports
activities to assist students in their per life.
Dr. HiD is the fCIUDIIer d -Age or
sonal quests for
Aquarius JisycboJogy.. in this form . 1be
Identity and social conciousness
·ar
opPortunities for governance participa tion concept germinated duriDg tbe Ia
and democratic living which inspire world and earty 70's sfudrnts adiYist men�
ment . The ps)'dJologJ can be
"lizled to
citizenship
·
create or improve ·
for our
Dr. Hill is convinced GSU has the poten
· em4�
future requtw
tial to promote crros-cuture understanding
H is dream corx:eft>es an ' tDt.ioa to
anii international perspective for all
and
iadividuals
1to
;aid
ooal
'
pro(:
give
university citizens . " I believe the Univer
groups in the learning farilitator lteacber J
sitY' must pursue the improvement in
process and bow lD become and teadl
human relations between individuals. The
to be humane in woril: and life..
University has a wide range of people.
• ma
This institution and
�
Young, old, housewives, business m an •.
fulfiU Hill s desire ol . .a legacy lD sen-e as
professionals, .retirees , foreign stu�ents
a yardstick lD impro\-e IRes. Human rela 
and faculty. inner-city dwellers and subur
tionships can develop indi OOua1s hapbanites. With this potential we· can pro
others.
mote activities that are leamihg ex piness by caring and
For the present Kill is -gralllled by the
JiM!riences to help us live in harmony . "
ba...e expressed a
number or people
Hill suggests university relation days,
.
won
feeling
o(
satisfaction
cOntribu
time devoted to focus on ethnic
and efforts .''
tions. International dinners, parties, and
dances featuring traditional styles could
be held in the Universi ty. He a lso recom
mends human-relation workshoP,S and

Dr. Plui HII

outings.
Dr. HiJJ conceives the university as "a
place where students, faculty. civil service
workers. administration and staff can
cooperatively work and learn better ways
of living in our complex society."
Students thrive on extra-curricular ac
tivities according to Dr. HilJ. He feels
students need physical activity such as in
t.rarnurals and sports. University cur

riculum prepares a stude!lt prQfess ionally
hiJt Hill cities studies that students value
and benefit from outside-the-university ex
periences. Hill favors the University to
tfocus do the extracurricular life and pro
vide more such learoi ..:-; :::;-:;-: � •
0
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glass in · Uwir master's food? Why didn't
thev shov.· some Co the field hands hacking
their overseers to death with their hoes?
And why not some or the slaves sue-tully escaping to freedom? But even
J.:h the " Roots" we saw had been
"teiPvisioned" to death. at Ia t we were
<JxN n slaves with courage and integrity.
A<"•ually, there was little in " Roots" that
·
e · • -der Bilalians didn't already know.
\no the younger Bila lians, who, for
.dJ.tlever reason, had not known the true
"'l..ti Jtioos of slavery , were not subjected
o ttl<! humiliation and outrage of viewing
•he kind of slave stories that a re usua l ly
:Jres(..'llt.ed . We were all proud of Kunta
�ni.L' and his decendants. and if we wat
ched and listened closely, we learned that
IDO!tl of the Mrica n tiibes were peace
loving. religious people. Truly religious
people. wbo lived their faith in every facet
ol their daily lives. and whose emphasis
was not upon killing, but upon bemg free .
« Remember the scene from the manhood
b-aioing, in which the elder asked the boys
...-ha f they would do if they had an enemy
illrr•1Uilded on three sides? l I say there
� very little in the TV version of
'Routs" to make anybody really mad . . .
Exc.. · pt, perba ps those Caucasions who
•�an- nothing to reinforce their own race
:�atr<"ff. save the erroneous belief that the
.;Javt'!- were brought to the United Sta tes
sa\'a�. and only marginally
�-ere
human; and that we, their decendants. are
only -.lightly better. Bilalians, here and
a bro.1d, can identify their own condition
with t l .at of the Kunta Kintes, fiddlers,
Kizzies, Chicken G eorges, etc., by merely
taking a realistic loqk around and remem
bering what the southern colonel revea led
11eo be said that the man who owns the
land owns the people who work the land.
iboov. ns America?
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What Is Carter's Image?
by Matthew A. Koswenda
My ego was croshed by a female recen
tly. Looking in the mirror I see a rugged ,
handsome, witty, intelligent man .
I use all the right hair sprays, soaps, and
colognes. I have all the 'in' clothes, ( faded
levis ). I can do all the disco dances. (its
easy-pretend you're having a com
bination heart attack and leg cramps ) .
I n the summer of 1 973 I fell i n love with a
lady for her great personality (37-25-36) . I
bad it bad. Couldn't eat, sleep, and ate a lot
of Ex-Lax. Everytime I saw her my heart
and a lot of things got excited.
The affair came to an end because she
was playing around on me. Shock! Horror !
Hate! I confronted her- me or the other
men in your life ! She chose the other men
in her life. ( I never said she was smart).
I still hear from her every year or so.
She calls one day to say, "Matt, I need to
see you." <Ha! Ha ! I knew it was only a
matter of . time-S years ) . My answer,
"No." She says, "Please baby, remember
when we went to the motel room in the cold
of January and made our own fire."
C'lbinlring : Big deal I was so smashed I fell
asleep) .
•
Being strong I said, "I have to do a
report for Dr. Judd." She retorted, " &by,
what do you want to do? A report, or get
your batteries charged?" Thinking
quickly ( after all I'm a GSU graduate
student> I said, "The report can wait."
Before seeing her that night I called her.
Wrong number? What? ! ! I call in
formation : Operator to me ; "Sorry, she
bas a "unpublished number." Me to
operator : "But operator its an emergency

needs me, she a dores me,
she
she-Hello ! "
She is either too dumb to send m e her
new number or she's playing games. Well,
too bad for her I'll call another lady !
I call Betty : "Hello Betty, how are you,
this is Matt." Betty to me: "Matt who? I
haven't seen you in close to a year and you
never sent me a birthday present�ck I
< Th i nking
out
loud-Betty
was
always-well-she's dumb).
I call Donna : Hi baby, its Matt. Donna to
Me: "Well bello you cheap creep." Click !
(Thinking out loud-Donna is getting
fat-and she never was really built-all
she ever did was ... ) .
I call Jodie: C'lbinlring ou t loud I got to
be bolder) "Hey! Sweet baby! you know I
never did accomplish anything great, but
honey under them sheets I'm something
else." Jodie to Me: "No thanks Matt!,This
is Matt? Only one - - -bole talks like that.
I've already got new batteries for my
vibrator." ('lbinking out loud-she's got a
face like a pan of worms I ) .
Now I'm half drunk sitting or rather
trying to sit in front of the local disco1
thinking she'll be sorry ! All I got to do is
make it into the bar. I just split my pants !
O ! ! ""&&" ) ( ••+ + '$NN ! , I'm going to
sleep.
Note :
Stay
tuned for the next
episode-In it Matt finally sees her ! ! ! < Oh
Boy ! ) . The title is "Sexist Matt hurts him
self in the parking lot of the motel room."
This real life soap opera will continue if
people request it. Make all requests ad
dressa ble to the first floor men's john.

Tripping: GSU Style
As a fellow citizen of G.S.U., have you ever demolished your shoe by tripping over
one of the gold metal plug boxes that were very carefully installed in various walk

.funmy, Jimmy "Peanut" Carter
What I wonder was your starter?
Now the top, the president
Who you are's my predicament.
President Carter's recent actions and activities have puzzled me. Almost im
mediately after his presidential installation, a deja w came over me.
Carter created excitement and plaudits for his inaugural hike to the White House. I
was moved by this personal, human touch and his vitality. Yet something seemed
familiar.
My next sense of familiarity occured during his national message for conservation.
His appearance addressing the nation by the hearth again moved me. I was charmed
by his attempt at intimacy with the pleasant informality of fireplace. Fireplace.
Fireside! Recognition at last.
Chatting, fireside, walk, and vigor. 1be parallel was too striking, Carter was
perhaps unconsciously imitating his predessors trademarks. His walk exhibiting
vitality and energy was the vigor m John Kennedy . The monolog was a spark from
F D .R.'s fireside cbats.
I disclosed my insight to my Grandfather and jokingly added Carter may imitate
another Democratic great. Harry Truman.
Two days later while thumbing through the paper, I found a picture of a plaque atop
a desk that read : "'lbe buck stops here ! " I was astounded by my own ESP because tht
sign was to be moved from the Truman library to Carter's desk.
This deed was more than unconscious coincidence but downright carbon-eopy. With
the original yet.
Suddenly the previous day's story of Ms. Mary Fitzpatrick, Amy's nanny, com
muted sentence fit into place. Could her pardon have been Carter's version of Lin
coln's Emancipation Proclamation?
All these actions seemed to support Carter's professed desire to attain a great
President status in history. To aspire and to emulate these great Presidents is ad
mirable. But I cannot help this gut feeling to be suspicious of Carter's motives. With
his penchant for adapting past Presidents characteristics, perhaps his motto will be
W .I.N . • with a new, fair, square deal for the great society and frontier. y'all.
After being sold the Nixon brand of �oods. I am wary of Carter's little liberal pills. I
maybe hardened but this pi ll could be bitter. He appears too slick having risen from
absurity to national prominence in the primaries. I admire a Horatio Alger story but I
don't want a Madison Avenue glossed version.
Greatness should be. 1udged by mastery of the multiple roles of chief executive,
commander-in-cllief, head of state, etc. not by a compilation of tacked-()n traits. Let
his work: record qualify him and justify his motives to be either honorable enterprises
or slicek strategems.
I can understand our countrv's need for an authoritative yet humane leader. Cer
tainly weare entertained by _Carter's colorful styl� being caricatured. But I will not let
this southern breath of fresh air blow dust in my eyes.
Despite my bias, I will be open-minded. While looking up the correct spelling of
caricature, however, I obtained some startling evidence.
Beside the definition of the word was a caricature of Teddy Roosevelt as the bull
moose. I felt my stomach sink . 1bere was the Teddy moose grinning with an exag
gerated, toothy smile. Help us all , the smile is not even his.
•

ways throughout the university? Well trip no more fellow citizens, for the electricians
are now replacing those litUe inconvienences.
Upon walking into the college in which I am enrolled one morning, I encountered an
awray of wires , drills and tools on the floor with electricians working among them.
-----------------------------,
They were, as it appeared. vacuumming something out of these holes, where the plug ....
boxes bad previously been . The first thing that came to mind was, "Are they vac
uumming the mice ou t of the floor?" Well not quite ; they were rewiring the wires and
replacing the protruding plug boxes with Oat gold metal circles.
So rejoice ! No more tripping over those irritating obstacles. Now if I could only
figure out where to plug in my typewriter, so no one will accidently trip over the cord !
·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

AMERICA N NA TIONAL
BA NK
OFFERS

I am delighted to note that the GSU Documentary "Survive the Trembling Earth "
has been scheduled for broadcast in its entirety on WTTW Channel 11 on Sunday
'
'
:
April 17 at 4 p.m.
Arrangements are also in progress via Project Director Richard Burd for telecast
of the �panish language version on Cbannel 26.

NO MINIMUM BA LANCE
NO SER VICE CHARGE
CHECI(ING ACC OUNTS

·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --

Smokers Follow The Leader

by Adele Devera
"Peer pressure is a major factor in the increase of cigarette smoking among young
people;• declared Mr. Edgar Wygant of the American Cancer Society as he spoke to a
"Theology for Lunch" group recently.
'Mr. Wygant, of the South Suburban Unit, said that the more tar and nicotine one
inhales, the greater the risk of developing lung cancer. His topic was "Seven Warning
Signals of Cancer. "
"Tar and nicotine play a significant role i n respiratory and cardio-vascular
diseases, as well as strokes which are becoming common among the young," he ad
ded.
Although cigarettes with filter tips have less tar and nicotine than they had two
decades ago, Mr. Wygant explained that the hazards of cigarette smoking are still a
serious threat to public health.
He cited the government's failure to ban cigarettes from the market the same as it
is bannin� saccharin. "Tax revenue from tobacco is tremendous," he explained.
"In cultures where cigarette-smoking is not practiced, cancer of the lung is
unknown; • declared Mr. Wygant. "But cigarette-smoking, like alcoholism and other
drugs, is a problem of society," he added.
He continued by saying that 72 diseases in hospitals were brought on by problems
of society. "Most cancer ailments, accidents, alcoholism and drug-related health
problems are directly related to problems in our society," Mr. Wygant declared.

- - - - ---�ALicE-iN-woNoi;8LA;o�coME8-;o -naURv-iAN£----- - -- - -Aiice is postponing her tea party until Saturday, March lith when DRURY LANE
CHIWREN'S THEATRE at WATER TOWER PLACE presents Lewis Carrol l's
classic "ALICE IN WONDERLAND," through Saturday. April 34Mb . Performances
will be held every Thursday and Friday at 10:30 AM and Saturday at 1 1 : 00 AM.
's 3 r
' • _. • w by HKq 1...12
The completely jWal ·
a1
Rogers and adapted for the stage by Mlc� Vacca. Children will delight in entering
this wonderful world of make-believe, following Alice in her strange adventures and
encounters with such characters as the White Rabbit, Mad Hatter, Queen of Hearts,
Mock Turle, and, of COI.IJ"&e, Tweedledum and Tweedledee.
Step into "a wonderland where the imposs ible becomes poss ible, the unreal, real "
. . . at DRURY LANE CHILDREN'S THEATRE AT WATER TOWER PLACE. Ticket
prices for "ALICE IN WONDERLAND" are $2.00 on Thursday and Friday, and $2.25
on Saturday .
Groups of 30 or more on Saturday will receive a special group rate of $2.00 per per
son, and one adult accompanying every 30 children will receive free admission.
Advance reservations for groups of 30 or more are necessa ry for weekdays and
Saturday . Tickets are available at the Box Office, 175 East Chestnut, and may be
ordered by mail. For group reservations and ticket information, phone the theatre at
-, �

BANKING HOURS
LOBBY
8 a.m.·4 p.m. Mon- Thurs.
8 a.m.-8-p.m. Friday·
8 a.m . - 1 p.m. Sat.
DR/VE IN
7 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.
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Persons who have had "out-of-the-body
experiences" are desired for a research
project by a graduate student at Gover
nors State University.
Such persons may telephone the s tudent,
Jacquie Lewis, at 312/254-9579 Monday ,
Wednesday, o r Friday, from 1 1 a . m . to 9
p.m.

Fee l L i k e I W a n t To
Scream out baby
Scream out loud and long
Scream out from your guts
your heart and your soul
Scream lady
Scream from your frustrations, your heart, your pain
Scream because life keeps changing and things will
never remain the same
Scream because you're tired and your body is weak
Scream because nobody but you can help you find what you seek
Scream Momma
Scream loud
..
Scream for your babies
Scream for your hopes
Scream baby
Scream because there's nothing more to do
Scream little BLACK Momma
Scream for your fears
Scream because no one cares about your tears
And while you're screaming lady
PLEASE
Scream for me! ! !

Society

Bargain Hunters
Jean Wolff's daughter, Adrienne, was recently furnishing her first apartment.
Adrienne was newly employed as a book editor and wanted to spend as little as
possible on decorating.
She persuaded her mother to accompany her on a round of garage sales in the area .
Mrs. Wolff invariably found herself chatting with the "proprietors" while her
daughter examined the merchandise.
At the sixth house they visited, with their car bulging with Adrienne's "finds," Mrs.
Wolff met Lorraine Hansen.
"You look familiar," Mrs. Wolff said.
Mrs. Hansen appeared embarrassed. She said, "Perhaps you've seen me at the
beauty shop."
Mrs. Wolff, who cuts her own hair, persisted.
Finally, Mrs. Hansen confessed.
.
"I was at the first garage sale when you were there. I bought some or th1s s tuff and
came home to sell it."
Mrs. Wolff laughed.
"I suppose you raised the prices, too".
"Well , a little," Mrs. Hansen mumbled under her breath.
.
When she was back in the car Mrs. Wolff said to Adrienne "Next time you go look mg
for bargains, make sure you get everything at the first stop."

Better Mouse Traps

Society

Look what you've done to me
Before I was even born
You told me how to live my life
You said my role was as a mother and wife
Your repudiated my intelligence
in other words
You said I have no sense
except, of course, to inspire my man for
without my tender, loving, guiding hand
he might never advance
Oh Society
You and your morality
Why can't you accept me as I am
In your eyes I'm not really worth a damn
You subjected me to submission and humility
You told me I wa wrong for not always
wanting to stay at home
You took my living male child
His innocence and trusting smile
and turned him into a heartless , insensitive man
Who no longer respects my mind
Instead, he feels intellectually superior to me
< the very one who used to bandage his scarred
pride and tattered knee)
He thinks aU women are his inferior
Sick Society
Look what you've done to me
and even worse look what you've done to yourself
For in holding me back
YOU'VE STUNTED PROGRESS

Careers, lab tours, environmental films were only a part of the second annual SICA
Science Convention held at GSU recently.
R�presentatives in the area of food chemistry, ceramics, computer science,
agnculture, pharmacy, medecine, engineering and many other fields of science, were
on hand to discuss career opportunities with high schoolers attending the convention.
The representatives were especially prepared to discuss the science background
necessary for enterg each career field. Special rooms were set up for the discussion.
In the hallway of the A Building there were various club displays.
Rich East Township High School had an exhibit on " Building Better Mouse
Traps."
he Reavis Science Club displayed i ts Reavis outdoor lab, while the Sandburg
Sc1ence Club had an exhibit on dissection along with other exhibits.
High school faculty and student presentations highlighted the science fair.
GSU faculty members participated in the fair. They were Dan Casagrande, Peter
Gunther, Ron Brulaker, Ed Miller and John Chambers of the Science Department.
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Have you been aware of the work going
on in the study booths, charols, thru-out
the campus? These are part of the elec
tronic communication system which is
part of ICC. The center of operations for
this system is located in the Resource
Learning Center, but since G.S.U. doesn't
own the system yet we don't have access to
it.
Three different companies are involved
via subcontracts and the work which
should have been completed long ago
drags on. Telemation has the main con
tract but there doesn't seem to be any way
that they can speed things up. G .S.U. will
be able to own and operate the equipment
after the work is all done and the system
has passed acceptance tests.
There are four kinds of charols : the dry
charol has a light and a desk ; the stereo
audios of which there �.re 15; and the
L10no-oral audio of which there are 40,
have a desk and headphones ; the audio
visual charol has a screen, headphones
and desk, there are 30 of these. Some of the
charols have random access , which
enables you to backup or retrace material.
All materials available in LRC can be
requested for use from the charols by
phones placed in charols.
Then there are the portable sound con
trol and the media con�l panels which

are placed about the university. Fifteen of
these, the MCP's, have screens for viewing
and audio equipment. Thirty of them, the
SCP's are audio only. A key is needed to
turn them on and then one can call up to
LRC and have any tape played. This would
make it easier for instructors to use media
for instruction .
There are also overhead speakers
thruout the university and these can be
turned on for music or an announcement.
They can be adapted for pick up by placing
a microphone in the front panel, then if
hooked up to a tape in LRC they can record
lectures or whatever. It is possible to pick
up outside broadcasts or to hook up to the
university studio.
The experiences in Media are vast and it
can make available many types of lear
ning experiences for the students. There is
a need, however, for such a system. One is
using it and they sell it out. This means,
once again, students will pay for the use of
university facilities, twice over.
Communications can be a valuable
tool if properly utilized. Media students
are needed to help the students keep con
trol of such a system. An accepting at
titude of the possible instruction,
could expand our available resources.
There is much at this university that goes
unused because of lack of communication.

SBE CORTEZ
99.00
Model 14T200
METER, ANL - 1 05.95
DELTA TUNE
Model 14T301 PLL,
DELTA TUNE NB. & ANL, SWR - 1 21.95
METER, Loc . /Dis. switch
Complete selection of CB Accessories.
Complete Insta l lat ion Faci lities

MOST CB & TV REPA I RS
DONE
WHILE YOU W A IT

Custom Insta l lation of I n-dash car stereos - Clarion , J . I . L . ,
Lear J e t Ampers and 30 & 60 Watt Power AMPS. JENSE N &
UTAH SPE A K ERS. Home Antenna Systems Insta l led .

D&B ELECTRON ICS

TV -CB-CAR STEREO-Antenna Systems
22335 Governors Hwy.
(across from A&P)
Phone

747-3470
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Jazz Festival Set For May6-7
The sixth annual junior college jazz festival, with clinics and a "judges' jam" this
year, will be held by Governors State University May 6-7.
There will be awards for outstanding big band, combo, soloist, composer/arranger,
rhythm section, section leader, trombone, reed, and trumpet.
Judges who will conduct clinics are :
Erni e Wilkens, composer, a rranger, and saxophonist with Clark Terry's Big Band
and Quintet-reeds.
Freddie Waits, member of the Livingston College music department at Rutgers
University who is percussionist with the Jazz Greats-percussion.
Willie Pickens, director of jazz studies at American Conservatory, director of bands
at Wendell Phillips high school,and pianist at Lake Shore Drive Holiday Inn, aU in
Chicago-piano.
Jerry Thielman-trumpet and Billy Howell-trombone will also conduct clinics.
The Governors State University Music Experience will perform under the direction
of Dr. Warrick Carter.
WBEE all-jazz radio's Larry Smith, Don Reese, and Wally Muhammud will be
emcees.
The jazz festival progra m : May 6, 1 p.m .-Clinics. 6 : 30 p.m .-semi-finals. May 7,
12:30 p.m.-Semi-finals. 6 p.m .-GSU Music Experience. 8 p.m.-Finals. 10 p.m.
Awards.
Tickets for clinics are $1, with one ticket good for all clinics; semi-finals $1.50 per
sessi on, and finals and "judges' jam," $2. Clinics are also $25 per 30 students ; entire
festival, including clinics, is $4.
Corinne Wirth is chairperson of the junior college jazz festival.
Further ifnormation may be obtained by telephoning 312/534-5000, X2447, 2449 or
2458.
Highland Community College of Freeport, College of Lake County of G rayslake,
Lincoln Land Community College of Springfield, Loop College of Chicago, Prairie
State College of Chicago Heights, Rock Valley College of Rockford, Washtenaw Com
munity College of Ann Arbor, Mich., Waubonsee College of Sugar Grove, and Wilbur
Wright College of Chicago competed last year.

Economy
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Free French Horn
Recital Sunday

Foreign Car Repair
H a s Moved
To

960 Dixie HighWiiY
Crete
Rt. l
In Yamaha Cycle
Sales Building
Stall No. 3
Call Mike or Rex
At 672-8308

Pu ppets Get
•

1n

Jane Hookins, French hornist will
present a free recital in Recita l Hall on
Sunday April 3 a t 3 : 30 p.m. The program
will consist of classical music of various
periods and will include a variety of in
strumental groups.
Ms. Hopkins will perform are . the
Richard Strauss Horn Concerto, Opus
11 and the Sonata in G Minor by Henry
Purcell. Strauss composed his first horn
concerto at the age of 18.
I nspired by the virtuoso horn playing of
his father, Franz Strauss, this concerto
reflects more of the classical i nfluences of
Strauss' training than the extreme roman
ticism which marks his later works.
The Purcell work is a baroque violin
sonata transcribed for French Horn by
Paul Smim. Ms. Hopkins will be ac
companied on both of these pieces by
Thalia Davidson, a piano instructor at
American Conservatorv .
The pOwerful " Horn Trio" for piano,

,

.

violin and horn by Johannes Brahms will
also be featured on Sunday's reci tal. It is a
very demanding piece for all three players
and an example of Brahm's writing for
chamber music. Robert Taylor, violinist in
the Chicago Heights Orchestra, and Linda
Mack, choral director at Bloom Trail High
School, will assist Ms. Hopkins on this
work.
A brass trio by Vaclav Nelhybel adds
more contemporary brass sonorities to the
recita l . Nelhybel's characteristic per·
cussive writing style is evident in this trio
which will feature player Renard Thomas
from GSU and Robert Hirons, band direc
tor at Flossmoor Junior High, on trom
bone.
Jane Hopkins is a graduate of Indiana
'Jniversity Music School where she studied
with two of Chicago's great horn players,
Philip Farkas and Ethel Merker. A
resident of Chicago Heights, Ms. Hopkins
is a member of the Chicago Heights Sym
phony Orchestra and the GSU Community
Brass Quintet.

by Sue Gray
Two green fairies and a golden winged
robin keep their eyes on Joni Suttie as she
talks.
"This robin is in a production we do in
grade schools."
The bird is green and gold, but it has a
re'J patch on its belly, so, of course, it's a
robin red breast.
Joni picks up the green fairies. They are
patterned after old fashioned dolls and
have floppy satin arms and legs. Their
hands look as if they've been quilted. One
of the fairies has a stick coming out of its
back and the other has a hanger wire in its
side.
They are vuppets and Joni is their
creator and operator. '
"Sure. the audience sees the wires. They
see the strings ·On marionettes, too. But
they forget they're there. People are hap
py to let their imagination take over."
Joni Suttie became interested in puppets
as a hi-product of her interest in the
technical aspects of the theatre.
She had been doing lighting in a
nightclub when Ray Nelson, a puppeteer,
performed there. She worked with him for
awhile on many asJ1ects of his show from
script-writing to puppet making.
"I had worked in a doll hospital which
helped in making the puppets. · ·
The green fairies i n their flowing clothes
and the robin with its exotic plumage are
examples of the skill' Joni displays in her
creations.
"They're used in the Children's Touring
Show, a module that teaches what it's like
to go 'on the road' . "
"The "road" i s the south suburban area,
and the class conceives, writes, produces,
and
acts
in
the
play.
"They're not puppet shows. The actors
are mostly people. It just happens tht one
of the plays we do h as puppets in it.

..

the Act

"We give a few small hand puppets to
children in the audience to give a feeling of
participation, " she says, holding up small
versions of the green fairies.
" Right now. ' though, I'm working on this
goose. He has a part in a video-tape I'm do
ing called Your Most I mportant Selling
Job. You."

The goose, a rod puppet, is not Robert
Redford, but he's very cute. He will star,
with other "performers" in the tape Joni
and her partner, Becky Keller, are propos
ing for use by the placement office.
Joni picks up the foam rubber, feather
tailed goose, and waddles him .
"He'll tell job seekers how to go about
their search in the right way."
As if making puppets for road tours and
video tapes is not enought for Joni, she also
worked on the puppet segments of the
Children's theatre creative dramatics
studio program which took place Feb. 19.
For this production, Joni used modified
hand puppets.
"The bodies are controlled by hands, but
the head is controled by a string," she
says, showing how this is accomplished on
a puppet with a solid foam head and fabric
body . She pulls the string, the mouth opens
and the head tilts. while the puppet's hand
seem to be playiing pat-a-cake.
''What I 'd like," Joni says, "is to learn
traditional theatre in order to apply it to
puppets.
'
"But I 've never been just a puppeteer.
" I 'm interested in all aspects of theatre
except acting."
Joni is so animated as she discusses her
projects tha:t it wouldn't be at all surpris
ing if she extehded her talents one of these
days, from behind stage to front and
center.

.;
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for further sb.ldy. At the Universi ty Assembly meeting, David Curtis, speaking for the
President told the assembly that in the interim the President would set up a com
••
mittee of community persons, YMCA people, sb.ldents, faculty to work in liaison with
the YMCA. Mr. Curtis told the Irmovator that this committee would be "concerned
_. with improving relations between the YMCA and the University in regards to
--recreational oppor b.lnities for sb.ldents, staff and the communi ty. " This presidential
committee will help in working towards some form of implimentation of the recom
mendations in collaboration with the standing committees.
According to Charles Olson
results are l ikely to come from these committees :
Changes in the fee structure for students ; changes in the YMCA's programs ; and the
transfer of all funds to a special recreational fund.
Sam Cornish, John Russwurm, Fredrick Douglass, T. Thomas i''ortune, W m .
Monroe Trotter, Marcus Garvey, Robert S. Abbott. D o any of these na m es ring a bell?
question of funding is key to these changes. Currently, the YMCA pays a fee to
the university for the use of the facilities. Also monies come to the University from
Perhaps not all of
do, but
men have made significant contributions to the
Black press .
parking by YMCA-users. Whether this money is enough to impliment these recom
Keeping in mind the objective of "Black Notes", which is to bring to the fore little
mendations or whether student activity fees will be needed is still to be determined.
known facts that relate to Afro-American history, the following information is of
Also under consideration will be poss ible management of the facilities by the
fered :
University; reciprocal use of the facilities with outside programs ; and expansion of
membership progra m to include use of the YMCA's facilities in Park Forest. These
Sam Cornish 0790-1859) was born in Delaware a free man. He relocated in
Philadelphia and began developing his journalistic talents. In 1827, Mr. Cornish and
and other ideas will be studied prior to September, according to Mr. Olson.
The survey on which these recommendations are based covered a variety of areas.
John B. Russwurm founded the first black newspaper, "Freedom's Journa l".
There were three a reas of disagreement between the groupings polled. Students
Freedom's Journa l played an important role in shaping the racial and economic
philosophy of the Afro-American of this period. Freedom 's Journal carried articles
agreed that GSU should sponsor organized intercollegiate athletic activities while the
written by such noted Blacks as James McCune Smith, Alexander Crummell, Martin
YMCA staff disagreed. Students agreed that the YMCA should hire GSU work-study
Delany and David Ruggles.
students to increase job opportunities while the staff disagreed. No specific points
John Russwurm < l79!H851 ) publisher and co-founder of "Freedoms Journal", also
relating to these requests on the part of students were included in the Review Com
has the distinction of being the first Black to receive a B.A. degree from an American
mittee's recommendations.
College, Bowdoin College, Maine, in 1838. Mr. Russwurm also edited another black
In another a rea, the GSU administration believed that the YMCA or some other out
newspaper called "The Rights of All" . The format of these papers was primarily anti·
side organization should run the recreational f�cilities while the GSU community
slavery and afforded Mr. Russwurm considerable influence within his race. Even
disagreed.
tually, Mr. Russwurm relocated in Sierra Leone, with Paul Cuffe, and served ad
In all other areas there was consensus among YMCA staff, GSU administration and
mirably there.
students. The overwhelming majority of those polled believe that both GSU students
Fredrick Douglass ( 1817-1895) was born in Tuckahoe, Maryland a slave but escaped
and staff, and the community should use the faci lities. However, they all felt strongly
in 1838. In 1847, he published the "North Star" newspaper in Rochester, New York.
that monies generated from community use should go toward reducing or eliminating
The North Star was dedicated to the destruction of slavery in our country and con
membership fees for sb.ldents, or expanding recreational activities, or held in escrow
sistently published articles to that effect. Mr. Douglass' accomplishments are too
as starting funds for a university-managed program . Currently these monies go to the
voluminous to do justice in "Black Notes", however, suffice to say that the title
"General Fund ." Also, a majority polled believed that the students, not the com
bestowed upon him during his lifetime of "Spokesman for his race" should indicate
munity should have priority over usage time. Currently community users have the
his greatness .
preferred evening hours.
T. Thomas Fortune 0856-1928) was said to have been one of the most "sarcastic ' '
55 percent did not agree that the YMCA is racist < or sexist ) . 10 percent agreed and
blacks of his era . M r . Fortune was bo rn in Jacksonville, Florida o f slave parents . In
35 percent had no opinion. Since the questions of racism and sexism were not asked
1879, Mr. Fortune moved to New York and founded "The Rumor", which eventually
separately, it is difficult to interpret the response. Interestingly, according to the
became the "New York Globe." In 1884, the Globe folded, but was replaced by the
report ," a profi le of the typical YMCA member indicates that the service is not going
"New York Freeman", a week later. The Freeman was destined to become one of the
to the low and moderate income and minority groups GSU is supposed to serve. The
most militant Black newspapers in the United States of any era. Mr. Fortune also
typical community YMCA member is a middle-aged, moderately affluent, white per
published three books ; " Black and White" ; "The Negro PoUtics " : and "Dream or
son, living in close proximity to the university. Among the respondents to the Y-user
Life".
survey, there are about 16 white members for every black member; 93 percent in
Wm. Monroe Trotter ( 1872-1004) was born in Boston the son of James Trotter a
dicate an income over $10,000, 55 percent over $20,000 , and 19 percent over $30,000. 51
distinguished black leader in Boston. Mr. Trotter graduated magna cum laude from
percent are from Park Forest or Park Forest South . " Sex and age breakdowns wre
Harvard in 1895 and was elected Phi Beta Kappa. Together with George Forbes, Mr.
not included in the report .
Trotter founded the "Boston Guardian" newspaper in 1901. Mr. Trotter also helped
The recommendations are an important step forward. The most important
found the Niagra Movement, destined to become the N .A.A.C.P.
Guardian's main
questions however will be whether they will be implimented, when they will be im
purpose as outlined by its publishers was to "promote propaganda against
plimented and by what financial means they will be implimented.
discrimination based on color and denial of citizenship rights bcause of color". The
Guardian became a national institution during its life span.
Marcus Garvey 0887-1940) was born in St. Anne Bay, Jamaica. Mr. Garvey was £
master printer at the age of 20, and became a foreman at a large Jamaican firm. In
a:.
1912, Mr. Garvey journeyed to London and met the major influence of his life, Duse
Moha mmed Ali, the African publisher of "Afrikan Times" and "Orient Review". On
911 ,,[R LAN[
August 1, 1914, Mr. Garvey founded "The Universal Negro I mprovement and Con
Yt lllOW PARk PLAZA
YtHE.(li J��,j(. ll l i'401S 60090
servation Association" and "African Communities League". The objectives of this
( I l l. · � · 7!7!
association were the improvement of conditions of Afrikan people world-wide and the
preservation of the Afrikan race. Mr. Garvey subscribed to the doctrine of "do for
self" and also introduced the Black Flag.
Robert S . Abbott a ttended Hampton Institute in Virginia and in 1899 received a law
degree from Kent Law School in Chicago. Mr. Abbott's contribution came in the form
Contact: Fr�� n kle Barnes
of "The Defender Newspaper" that was founded in 1905. The Defender carried strong
53oWOCIO I 2142
editorials attacking injustice toward Blacks and became an articulate voice of
Chicago's Black population and in 1929 had a circulation of over 250,000.
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Hopefully, these facts are sufficient to whet the intellectual appetites oF those in
terested and will encourage further investigation .

LAS PALMAS
CANARY ISLAN DS
SPAI N

SPR I N G VACATION
APRIL 22-30, 1 977
DAYS 7 N IGHTS
8

sasgoo

Univ. Assembly Back
Y.M.C.A. Report
By Suzanne Haig

LOOKING FOR SUN ON A SHOESTRING YOU'RE
IN LUCK! THIS IS A TRIP TO SANDY lEACHES,
BULLFIG HTS, PAELLA AND PERFECT WEATHER.
LAS PALMA$ IS THE PLACE · A
VACATION PARADISE. COME. AND DISCOVER
THE EXCITEMENT OF SPAIN AND THE TRANQUILITY
FOUND IN ONE OF EUROPE'S TOP RESORTS.
AT THIS PRICE. WHO CAN AFFORD TO STAY HOME?
A SHOPPER"$ PARADISE. LAS PALMAS'
PRICES ARE SO LOW THAT EVEN DUTY
FREE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS CAN'T
COMPETE.

l

The University Assembly voted unanimously on Friday, rch 17 to approve the
recommendations of the YMCA Review Committee. The Committee, headed by
Charles Olson was formed in the wake of student dissatisfaction with the
tween GSU and the YMCA in 1975. The recommendations from the
arrangements

be

committee are:
1. All t:mversity revenues (including pa rking fees) generated from communi ty sub
scribers hould be used for continuing am. developing recreational programs.
t eliminate fees for s b.ldents and reduce fees
2. The• e revenues should also be

used

for staff
3. The fe< structure and programmin should be d�igned to serve low and middle
th the University's mandate.
d minority groups, consistent
income
4. Rec rn mendations 1, 2, and 3 shoul· oe implemented by the Standing Co� mit ee
Resources, which should pr·. nt a preliminary report to the Umvers1ty
on Fisc
embly meeting.
Assembly no later than the September
.
. . .
1 to explore the poss 1 bil1ty of an alternative
s. An a a hoc committee should be for
manag m nt strucb.lre, and should report back to the University Asse�bly with
n the September Asse bly meeting . .
preli minary recommendations no later
Thes r commendations were part of : eport on the YMCA which was compiled by
the Committee after several months of udy into "the place of recreational activities
at Govern rs State and in particular . . nto the role of the YMCA in managing the

YOU R LAS PALMAS TOU R INCLUDES :
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Univers1t� s recreational activities," according to the report.
The recom mendations were based on a survey taken of several hundred students,
YMCA members and University personnel to determine their opinion on a variety of
questions relating to this problem.
.
The YMCA Review Committee's recommendations will now go to the Commtttee on
Fiscal Resources ( beaded by Prof. Bobby Mills) as well as other standing committees
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FOR RESERVATIONS, CONTACT;
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Governors State University

� �
Office of Co-operative Education

Governor's Summer Fellowship Program
This is to inform you that the Governor of the State of Illinois is now accepting 1977
applications for the Governor's Summer Fellowship Program. Past participants in
the Summer Fellowship Program worked in the Department of Aging, Agricul b.Jre,
Board of Higher Education, Board of Business and Economic Development, Bureau
of the Budget, Capital Development Board, Comprehensive State Planning Agency,
Commerce Commission, Environmental Protection Agency, and many more.
Because of the time constraints, sb.Jdents must obtain an application from the University Placement Office and return it to the office before May 1, 1977 . Interns will be
selected in the state agencies for two months < June 15 to August 15). Stipends are approximately $1000 . 00 for the Summer expenses.
The Whittenbe�er Fellowshio PrOflram for l!raduate sb.Jdents is available for three
universities ; University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho State University, Pocatell, and
Boise State University. The purpose of the Whittenberger Fellowship is to give encouragement and support to promising individuals who are committed to continuing
their education at the graduate level. The grant is made possible by the generous contribution of Ethel Bales Whittenberger, the founder of the Whittenberger Foundation.
The Idaho schools will award a total of 3 doctoral and 6 master's Fellowships for
1977-78. The doctoral awards are $5,000 each, while the master's carry a $2,500 stipend. For further information regarding this progra m please consult the University
Piacement Office.
The E . J .&E. Railroad will be conducting interviews on March 29th for persons interested in a position with that finn in the area of accounting. Primary functions of an
accountant are concerned with auditing and cost, consequently 15 to 20 units of accounting is necessary for employment. If you are interested in this position, please arrange an interview with Mr. Pettigrew, the E.J .&E. Railroad representative in the
University Placement Office.
B-ACC-BC-1 1
ACCOUNTING CLERK III - To work
with tax forms for various states and with
a variety of accounti� functions. maintaining related files. High school graduate
or equivalent with general education in accounting field. 8 : 00 a .m . to 4 : 30 p.m., Monday thru Friday. Company paid benefits.
Minority and/or female preferred .

E-Sec-BC 23
SUPERVISING TEACHER · In the
junior high division in a La boratory
School . Master's Degree with major emphasis in the area of Elementary Education and/or Junior High School preferred.
Minimum of two years experience in
teaching at upper elemen tary or junior
high school level. Effective August 1977 .
E-Sp-BC-28
TEACHER OF SPECIAL EDUCATION Behavior disorders, intermediate level.
Need 30 college hours. This is an immediate opening. Hours will be 8 : 00 to 3 : 30

B-Other-BC-2
OPENINGS IN ALL FIELDS OF INSURANCE - Adjuster o r Adjuster
Trainees ; Underwriter or Underwriter
Trainees ; Field Representative of Field
Representative Grainees ; Personnel or
Personnel Trainees ; Accountant.
B-Sales-BC-1 1
SALESPERSON - Insurance, male or
female. Start at $650 to $1000 . Person will
receive an assigned territory with
clientele already established. There will
be a training period. Must pass a qualifying test. The training will be on-the-job on
full sala ry . Fub.Jre objective should be
toward management. Calumet City and
Tinley Park areas a possibility.

B-Sales-BC-10
MER CHAND ISER - Hardware sales and
stock. Mornings.
E-HE-BC-1 1 3
MUSIC H ISTORY AND LITERATURE
INSTRUCTOR - One year appointment
with the posibility of renewal . Doctorate
preferable - doctoral candidates will be
Successful college level
considered.
teaching experience in both music history
and music appreciation required.
Deadline for application is April 15, 1977 .

E-HE-BC- 1 1 1
COUNSELOR POSITIONS. These posiLions are in the Orthogenic field and are for
qualified sb.Jdents who are interested in
work, or in a combined program of study
and work with chi ldren and adolescents
emotional
severe
from
sufferin
is
Bachelor's degree
distrubance.

g

necessary.
PS-FED-BC-7
A VARIETY OF FEDERAL CIVIL SERVICE POSITIONS OPEN FOR WHICH
BEING ACAPPLICATIONS ARE

CEPTED.
HS-Coun-BC-12
OUTREACH WORKER, LATINO ADVOCATE. Responsible for coordinating
both public and private agencies in the
delivery of services, asessing needs and
evaluating existing programs and
establishing new services for the Latino
Community. B.A. in the Human Services

Park Forest South , I ll inois 60466

Governors State University
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"The potential of the human mind is unlimited," said Dr. Tulsi Saral to a group of
participants in a "Theology for Lunch" session recently.
;
Dr. Sara I, whose topic was "Communication With One's Self," stated that all of us
talk to ourselves. "We are continuousy editing information from the inside and
·
transmitting it to the world," he said.
"We wonder whether the world will accept what we transmit. We assume what peo
� pie on the outside think-we wonder about outside criticism," he added.
� The GSU professor said that individuals fantasize according to individual needs,
however, once a person has become accustomed to personal fantasies, he might tend
to withdraw from the real world.
"Individual perceptions of the world based upon experiences of the past might conflict with what's happening now. This bars one from accepting others," Dr. Saral con' tinued.
t He explained that we must learn to suspend all past experiences and find something
� new and exciting which will lead to a new world of experiences.
After inviting the participants to become quiet for a period of time, Dr. Saral
� directed an experiment which, he said, would be conducive to self-communication.
• He stated that people learn to rule out thi ngs people say that are critical or adverse
'- through self-communication.
"Reality i s constantly changing, so we should be flexible," explained Dr . Saral.
.
.
When asked if the experiment was a form of yoga , he explained that it can be called
. .
. .
.
.
f1eld req � rred . Bt h ng�al abil1ty m Spa ru�h
yoga, meditation, or whatever, but it is intra personal communication.
and Enghsh also reqw red Salary range IS
:
He said that we should all become more inner-directed than outer-directed.
$12,000 to $14,000 plus benelfts.
< Reporter's note: This reference to inner-direction is apparently the "kingdom
E-HE-BC-114
within" to which Christ referred when He talked with His disciples. )
.
i6
VOICE INSTRUCTOR. Candidate must �
A native of India, Dr. Saral moved from Pakistan to India when the country was
be a compete�t performer who ha_s exII
divided before coming to the United States.
cellen� cr�en b als as a teacher of v01_ce a t �
He received his B.A. degree from Punjab Universi ty and an M.A. degree from
�e un1Vers 1ty Ie�el. Must ha ve experience
Lucknow
University in India.
_ g
With Class Voice Teachm
. Masters � In 1964 he received a masters in communic
.
ations from the Universi ty of Penndegr
reqw red ; �oc rat
preferred .
�
_
�
sylvania and later a Ph.D. in communications from the University of Illinois, where
''
Deadl me for Apphca b on. Apn l l5, 1977 .
he also studied psychology.
PS-LO-BC-15
· the co11ege of Human Learning and Deve1opment at
'Sa ra 1 is an instructor m
LA
VIL
GE MAINTENANCE WORK :
G
Work hours are 8 : 00 a . m . to 4 : 00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday . $3. 56 per hour. '
.
.__ •.___,
...�
.
�
.._...
�� ..-< ...... -� � �----· � .:-.:
Benefits.
.we. :
M-ML-BC-24
The following positions available: PRO_
'11
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
G RAM
S E C R E - --------------__.;;.__
DI RECTOR ;
.
TARY/DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID ;

J
8

�

A

J
I

t

�

':
I

��

COMMUNITY WORKER I I ; PROGRAM
D I NG
SUPERI NTEN
DENT; GROUP WORK AID ; CASE
WORKER I I .
T-BC-27
ENGINEERING DRAFTSMAN - High
school graduate or equivalent. Two to
three years of drafting experience
associated with mechanical, plumbing,
heating, air conditioning, ventilation and
electrical systems.
E.JIE-BC-1 16
LEARNING
A
D I RECTOR
OF
LABORATORY - MA or PhD with substan
tial teaching experience on the college
level and/or secondary level. Experience
in writing and
reading programs
desirable. Resumes to be mailed by April
1, 1977.
PS-LAW-BC-4
PATROL OFFICERS - Seeking a
plicants for Patrol Officers Entrance Ex
amination. Starting salary $13 ,703
graduating to $14,900 after two years.
Benefi ts. Must be 21 years old, U.S. citizen,
high school diploma or G.E.D. equivalent.
Must be resident of Harvey. Applications
must be received by March 31, 1977 .
S-HA-BC-3
MENTAL HEALTH SPEC IALIST CHILD AND ADOLESCENT SERVICES Bachelor's degree i n Psychology or
related Social Science Degree. Employ
ment to begin immediately. A persona l in
terview is mandatory. Deadline for ap
plication is April S, 1977
M-C1-BC�
STUDENT ASSISTANT - Sb.Jdent to
assist person in the development of a 500
work theme paper on the philosophy of
language problems. Pay for this service is
negotiable.
E-Sp-CT-29
TEACHER L IDES - BEHAVIOR AND
LEARNING DISORDERS - A private, notfor-profit sehool concentrating its activities in behavioral and learning
disorders is in search eX 4 to 5 sb.Jdents to
assist them in their program activities.
Heavy concentration in these activities
wUI be given to arts and crafts and music.
Pay for such activities will be college
work-study or volunteer.
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FOREST HILL
DAY CARE CENTER

•Van Service Available
•Qualified Staff
•State Lice nsed
•Babysitt i n g
Services Available

•Puppet Sh ows
•Complete Day-Care
Services
•Su m me r C a m p i n g
•Fishin g-Boatin 9-Swim m i n g

Scholarsh ips Available t o q ual i fied Fam i l ies

FOREST HILL
DAY CARE CENTER
23481 S. Western Avenue
PARK FOREST , ILL.

481 -29 1 0
Two blocks soul"
ot S.1u� Tra.l

481 -5050

Sav i n gs & Loa n

R ich ton Fed era l

A D I V I S ION OF F I RST F E DE RA l SAV I NG S & lOAN OF lAN S I NG
22341 GOVE R NORS H IG HWAY • R IC HTON , R IC HTON PA R K , l l . 60471
2320 T HOR NTON R D. • LAN S I NG l l. 60438 • 474-1 600
--
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PASS BOOK
C H R I STMAS C L U B
VACAT I ON CLU B
90 DAY

5% %

NO M I N .
$1 ,000 M I N .

5% %

5% %
5% %

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

6 1h %

2 1h Y E A R

$1 ,000 M I N .
$5,000 M I N .

4 YEAR

$1 0,000 M I N .

6% %
7 1h %

6 YEAR

$1 0,000 M I N .

7% %

1 YEAR
I
I
I

$1 0.00 M I N .
NO M I N.

I

)

--

-- - -

SE RVICES

H O U RS

•

U . S . BONDS

•

F R E E AMPLE PA R K I N G

•

TWO LOCAT I O N S

•

F R E E T RA N S F E R O F F U N D S

•

A S K A BO U T C H E C K I N G ACCOU N T S

•

T RAVE L E R S C H E C K S

•

D R IV E-U P W I N DOW

•

I . R . A. ACCO U NTS

•

S A F E TY D E PO S I T BOX E S

•

MON E Y O R D E R S

•

N I G H T D E PO S I TO R Y

MON DAY 9 TO 4:30
T U E SDAY 9 TO 4:30
WE D N E SDAY C LOSE D
TH U R SDAY 9 TO 4:30
F R I DAY 9 TO 8
SATU R DAY 8:30 TO 1 2

Accou nt i n s u red by
an agency of t he Federa l G overnment
u p to $40,000 . 00
Mem ber Federa l Home Loa n B a n k

An Experience You Must' n Miss
She has the voice of an angel, and sings
her way into the heart of anyone who hears
her. Myran Parker is an outstanding

vocalist who's three and a half octave
range covers anything from the blues to
opera.
Myran seems a little shy as she steps
on the stage, but as soon as the song starts,
she captures everyone. When the GSU
Music Experience traveled to Sau Paulo,
Brazil, the crowd would stand and cheer as
she walked on to the stage, for the ex
citement she created in her tune "New
World A Comin' " was in demand. The
audience loved to be overcome by her war
mth and vitality.
Myran claims she has never sang jazz or
pop until she came to GSU to work on her
Masters in Performance in January of '76.
Most of her training was in the Classical
vain, when she studied oo her B.A. at the
University of Illino�e Campus.
However, she did have the ''roots" in-

stilled in her, for she sang in the Gospel
Choir in her Baptist Church, where she is
now the conductor.
Singing with the band at G.S.U. has
rounded out her musical capacities. She
stated in our conversation, "I enjoy
singing with the Jazz Ensemble. I am alot
freer in expressi ng myself, and I devote
alot of time now to this idiom of music."
Myran sang with the Ensemble at the
Notre Dame Jazz Festival last year.
Although there wasn't an official vocalist
award, the judges felt that Myran was so
superior, they presented her with one
anyway.
The Music Experience will be per
forming Thursday, March 31st, at 7 : 30
p.m. in the Recital Hall located in the
College of Cultural Studies. Myran will be
featured on songs such as "Isn't She
Lovely?" by Stevie Wonder, "Living
Things" by Warrick Carter, and some
straight ahead jazz tunes.

Classilieds
Books for sale: Fundamental Accoun
tmg Principles 7th ed., without workbook
of study guides and solutions, Pyle and
White. Industrial Engineering and
Management. contact Herzog, 481-8113
.
For Sale : - Solid cherry television
bar.
cabi�L Ideal for convertingto home
speakers still intact. $30.00
Model 103 Polaroid Camera < like new>
complete-with leather carryi� case, flash
attachment, outdoor filter, and timer

VW sq. bk. for sale. Needs exhaust &
bumpers. Body & interior in good condi
tion. $100. Call 563-9436 or 534-5000 x 2260.

60

FOR SALE
Park Forest 2 bedroom duplex coo
dom inium ; central air, carpeted
throughout, fmished family room side
drive, full basement, rustic landscaping.

1 will do typing in my home. Can do pick-up
• delivery to GSU only. Caatact Ms. Her·

or

CALL COLLECT (21 9) 324-851 3
BROTHERS FURNITURE R EPAI R

REPAI R-REFI N ISH-STR I PPI N G
TOUCH U P WORK

TWO BROTH ERS

957 -05 1 9

J i m my D's Pu b
Hot Plate Specials Served From 1 2 noon to 4 P. M .
Live Entertainment Six Nights
9 Til 2 A. M .
222 M onee Road
481 -5200 : Call For Advance Orders

For Sale 1973 Vega llatdlback.
Good CGIIditioa, SI•.oo CaD after
six. 51Ht1Z.

WANTED
Farmer secretary and statistical typist TEACHERS at aD leftls Fareip
will do private t)'JiiaC aDd IDiDar editial. aad Dameltic Te.eben For ia
For illformatian caD Dllllna, 75H.W, after farmalkll eaalllet Bait
Vaa1:30p.JD.
ceawer, ...... -·

1ia.

Need a typist. Plea8e eaO GSU ext DIS ar
yaur pbaDe

7..... H not there Jea.e
IIUIIIber.

PH O N E

DON 'T BUY N EW WE' ll REDO L I KE N EW

dig, 755-9021.

For Sale. 15 rt. aluminum canoe $21110.
Pbone 534{ii80 ext. 2111

. C •.

JOHN BATES

$24,000, Phone 747-5528.

p) .OO

Manning-Bewman broiler-oven $10.00
Call GSU ext. 2163 and ask for Jean
747-UI04 after 6:00p.m.

"U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
DIRECTORY" How and where tobuy
thousands of articles at a fraction of
original cost including: jeeps, motor
cycles, scooters, aircraft, boats,
musical instruments, calculators,
�ters, clothing, etc.
Send $1.50 Markscolor Labs, Box
570 Glen Cove, N.Y. 1 1542.

Excellent opportunity to work in one of
several Health care facilities naJ.joowide,
responsible positions early in career
leading to administration or clinicill nurs
i�. Opportunities to pursue grd. studies.
Good starting salary with ra� to $11,ooci
within three years, 30 days paid vacation
yearly- comP'ete medical and dental
care at �cost to you. Many other benefits,
iocJuclirW travel and a chance to do the
type of nursing you have beea � to
do. For

iDterview caD: Lt. Renata or II.
Fiseber ( 31%) fi57-2Z34 CGUect. Tbe Navy
It's not jail a job, it 's an Adventure
•

-

c

